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Abstract: In order to utilize the distributed characteristic of sensors, distributed machine learning
has become the mainstream approach, but the different computing capability of sensors and
network delays greatly influence the accuracy and the convergence rate of the machine learning
model. Our paper describes a reasonable parameter communication optimization strategy to
balance the training overhead and the communication overhead. We extend the fault tolerance
of iterative-convergent machine learning algorithms and propose the Dynamic Finite Fault Tolerance
(DFFT). Based on the DFFT, we implement a parameter communication optimization strategy for
distributed machine learning, named Dynamic Synchronous Parallel Strategy (DSP), which uses
the performance monitoring model to dynamically adjust the parameter synchronization strategy
between worker nodes and the Parameter Server (PS). This strategy makes full use of the computing
power of each sensor, ensures the accuracy of the machine learning model, and avoids the situation
that the model training is disturbed by any tasks unrelated to the sensors.

Keywords: disturbed machine learning; sensors; dynamic synchronous parallel strategy (DSP);
parameter server (PS)

1. Introduction

Sensor networks have important applications such as environmental monitoring, industrial
machine monitoring, body area networks and military target tracking. The design of sensor networks
depends on the intended application, so the design of a body area networks must consider energy
consumption [1,2], network lifetime [3], hardware, the environment and routing protocols [2].
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Tsouri et al. reviewed the major developments in sensor networks and outlined new challenges,
surveying the challenges in three diverse categories. The first is the internal platform and underlying
operating system. The second is the communication protocol stack. The third is network services,
provisioning, and deployment [4]. Machine learning automatically learns programs from data
without being explicitly programmed. In the last decade, the use of machine learning has grown
from the field of statistics to become a primary mechanism for prediction in diverse applications.
In particular, machine learning methods have been widely used in sensors, such as addressing
energy-aware communications [5], attack detection and classification [6], task scheduling in wireless
sensor networks [7] and generating workloads for cloud computing [8]. Due to the energy and
bandwidth constraints of sensors, it is not possible to transmit all the data back to the base station for
processing and inference, therefore, it is necessary to apply distributed machine learning in sensors,
which can greatly reduce the amount of data in the communication and truly utilize the distributed
characteristics of sensors [9].

According to the general terms used in distributed machine learning, we also refer to the sensors
used for computation as worker nodes in our paper. The main purposes of distributed machine
learning in sensors are as follows: (1) solving the problem of insufficient memory of a single worker
node to ensure that the data level of terabyte (TB) and above can be processed; (2) using the parallel
acceleration training model to drastically decrease the training time. The most important issue is
how to achieve parallelization. Data parallelization based on parameter servers (PSs) is a common
parallelization scheme in distributed machine learning, whereby the data samples are divided into
small datasets and distributed to each worker node, these worker nodes can share the access model
parameters. In each iteration of the training, each worker node computes locally and updates its
data subset, then submits the local updates to a PS. This PS updates the global model parameters
and distributes the new global model parameters to each worker node. In general, the data parallel
algorithm is executed in the form of a Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) strategy [10,11]. Worker nodes
begin to wait after submitting the local updates, until all worker nodes have submitted the local
updates and the PS has updated the global model parameters, then worker nodes will start a new
iteration. Thus, BSP leads to load imbalance due to the different performance of worker nodes.

In order to solve the problems existing in BSP, the distributed machine learning asynchronous
iterative strategy has been proposed [12–15], in which worker nodes can start the next iteration by
using the local model parameters before receiving the global model parameters. In this strategy,
the fault tolerance is increased, which leads to the machine learning model falling into local optima,
and the accuracy may not be guaranteed. Ho [16] proposed the Stale Synchronous Parallel (SSP)
strategy, which allows each worker node using non-latest global model parameters to reduce the
synchronization overhead of submitting the local updates to the PS and strictly controls the number of
iterations to ensure the model will converge. Although using the non-latest global model parameters
can improve the training speed, the parallel errors are accumulated and the convergence rate is reduced
due to the loss of partial updates [17].

Aiming at the problems existing in the abovementioned two strategies, our paper improves SSP
and proposes a parameter communication optimization strategy based on the Dynamic Finite Fault
Tolerance (DFFT), named Dynamic Synchronous Parallel Strategy (DSP). DSP dynamically adjusts
the parameter synchronization strategy between worker nodes and PS based on the performance
monitoring model, which effectively reduces the influence of the different performance of worker
nodes and ensures the accuracy as well as the convergence rate.

2. Related Work

This section comprehensively introduces the related research in the following four aspects:
Section 2.1 describes the distributed machine learning system, Section 2.2 describes the Parameter
Server System, Section 2.3 describes SSP, and Section 2.4 describes Robust Optimization.
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2.1. The Distributed Machine Learning System

Large-scale applications in distributed systems have promoted the development of distributed
machine learning. At present, a notable amount of research has been devoted to distributed machine
learning systems in both academia and industry.

Chen developed a multi-language machine learning class library called mix-net (MXNet) [18],
which is an open source deep learning framework. It can quickly train deep learning models, supports
flexible programming models and multiple languages. The MXNet library is portable and lightweight,
scalable to multiple Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) and machines. Jia implemented a framework for
a deep learning algorithm training method called Caffe [19], which achieves the separation of definition
and realization of the model, which greatly simplifies the model training processes [20]. In addition,
Caffe supports GPU Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) programming, which further
accelerates the model training processes. Ng designed and implemented a multi-GPU clustered
distributed deep learning system called Commodity Off-The-Shelf High Performance Computing
(COTS HPC) [21] that is based on a Message Passing Interface (MPI). Sparks proposed a novel Machine
Learning Interface (MLI) [22], which is designed to accelerate data-centric distributed machine learning.
Yin designed a collaborative location-based regularization framework called Colbar [23].

Baidu built a multi-machine GPU training platform called Parallel Asynchronous Distributed
Deep Learning (Paddle) [24]. It distributes the data to different machines, coordinates the machine
training through PS, and supports data parallelism and model parallelism. Tencent built a deep
learning platform called Mariana [25], which includes three frameworks: the deep neural network
GPU data parallel framework, the deep convolution neural network GPU data parallel and model
parallel framework, and the deep neural network CPU cluster framework. Google developed a
large-scale distributed depth learning system called DistBelief [12] to support speech recognition
and 2.1 million categories of image classification [26]. On the basis of DistBelief, Google Research
implemented and opened up a second-generation large-scale machine learning on heterogeneous
distributed systems called TesorFlow [27,28], which has great performance in high-level machine
learning calculations with better flexibility and scalability.

In order to ensure consistency, many distributed machine learning systems adopt BSP as the
training strategy, which loses the advantages of distributed system performance. A small part of the
distributed machine learning systems use completely asynchronous updates as the training strategy,
but the model convergence cannot be guaranteed. Thus, a distributed machine learning system for
iterative-convergent machine learning algorithms, which is based on the DFFT of machine learning,
is still in the initial stage.

2.2. Parameter Server System

Smola proposed in 2010 a parallel topic model architecture [29], which used the idea of a Parameter
Server System, which we call the first-generation parameter server system. The parameter server
system is essentially a distributed shared memory system, where each node can access the shared
global model parameters through the key value interface, as shown in Figure 1.
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The model uses a distributed Memcached to store the parameters, where each worker node only
retains part of the parameters which are required in computing, and they can synchronize global model
parameters with each other in this model. However, this parameter server is only a prototype design,
the communication overhead is not optimized, and it is not suitable for distributed machine learning.

Industry has done a lot of work in improving the Parameter Server System. Dean et al. proposed
a second-generation parameter server system in 2012, and developed a deep learning system called
DistBelief [12] based on the Parameter Server System. As shown in Figure 2, the system sets up a global
parameter server. The deep learning model is distributed stored on worker nodes, the communication
between worker nodes is not allowed, and the PS is responsible for the transfer of all parameters.
The second-generation parameter server system can solve the problem that the machine learning
algorithms are very difficult to be distributed, but because it does not consider the performance
differences of each worker node, the utilization of each worker node in the distributed system is still
not high.
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Li proposed a third-generation parameter server system in 2014 [30,31]. As shown in Figure 3, 
the Parameter Server System provides a more general design, including a parameter server group 
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Li proposed a third-generation parameter server system in 2014 [30,31]. As shown in Figure 3,
the Parameter Server System provides a more general design, including a parameter server group and
multiple worker nodes.
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Among them, each parameter server stores part of the global model parameters, and the server
management node manages the entire parameter server group. Multiple worker nodes can run one
or more different machine learning algorithms. Like the previous generation of the parameter server
system, PS is responsible for the transfer of all parameters. Each worker nodes group sets up a
scheduler to assign tasks to worker nodes and monitor the running status. If worker nodes are not
responding, the dispatcher performs redistribution of the remaining tasks without re-starting the
model training. The Parameter Server System solves the problem of low computing efficiency through
scheduling worker nodes, but it can only add or remove the worker nodes. The strategy is too simple
and does not consider the situation that the training process of the machine learning model could be
disturbed by any unrelated tasks in the cluster.

2.3. Stale Synchronous Parallel Strategy

The computing power of each worker node may be different in a real environment. For the
most commonly used iterative-convergent algorithm in machine learning, the current mainstream
distributed machine learning idea is that each worker node trains the model in one iteration and
submits the local updates to the PS, then enters the synchronization barrier. When all worker
nodes have submitted their local parameters and get the updated global model parameters, the
synchronization barrier will be released and the next iteration will start. As shown in Figure 4,
the strategy that ensures the global coherence of parameter updates is called the Bulk Synchronous
Parallel (BSP) strategy. From the above description we can see that BSP has two obvious defects.
The first one is that each iteration requires a lot of communication. Ho [16] has shown that the time
required for parameter communication is up to six times the time required for iterative computation
in Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) theme modeling running on 32 machines. The second one is
that all worker nodes that have completed an iteration must wait at the synchronization barrier for
the slowest node to finish and then start the next iteration, so the cluster load must be well balanced.
However, Chilimbi [14] has shown that even in the load-balanced cluster, some worker nodes will
become randomly and unpredictably slower than other worker nodes.
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Facing with these disadvantages, Ho proposed SSP [16], which utilizes the fault tolerance of the
iterative-convergence algorithm instead of the synchronization barrier for each iteration. Each worker
node can directly execute the next iteration after finishing the current iteration. Only when the worker
node with the largest number of iterations is faster than the worker node with the least number of
iterations s times, all nodes will enter synchronization barrier and be synchronized once, and the s is
called the stale threshold. This strategy effectively accelerates the training efficiency of the distributed
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machine learning model. Wei used this strategy to implement a parameter server system for distributed
machine learning [32].

However, the fault tolerance of the iterative-convergence algorithm is finite. SSP does not consider
its finiteness. SSP does not limit the number of iterations which may influence the accuracy of the
model. Besides, SSP does not consider the dynamic environment, so it cannot cope with external
interferences in the training process.

2.4. Robust Optimization

The interaction between optimization and machine learning is one of the most important
developments in modern computing science [33]. Machine learning is not just a user of optimization
technology, but also a producer of new optimization ideas. Sra et al. [33] describes optimization
models and algorithms for machine learning such as first-order methods, random approximation,
convex relaxation, and also attention to the use of Robust Optimization.

Robust Optimization is an active and efficient methodology for optimization under uncertainty
that has been a challenging area of research in recent years. Robust Optimization will accept a
suboptimal solution in order to ensure that the solution is still feasible and nears to the best when
the data changes. Bertsimas and Sim [34] proposed a central model for Robust Optimization
based on the cardinality constrained uncertainty. Their model ensured certainty and probability,
and flexibly adjusted the protection level of probability bounds of constraint violation. Büsing and
D’Andreagiovanni [35] generalized and refined the model by Bertsimas and Sim by considering a
multi-band uncertainty set, and their Robust Optimization on realistic network design instances
performs very well. In recent years, Robust Optimization has also been used in communication
networks. Bauschert et al. [36] provided a wide introduction to the topic of network optimization
under uncertainty via Robust Optimization.

3. Communication Optimization

In this section, we first apply the Stochastic Gradient Descent algorithm (SGD), which is widely
used in large-scale machine learning [37], to analyze the feasibility of SSP in theory, and obtain the
DFFT of the iterative-convergence algorithm. Then, we introduce the improvement of SSP in detail,
and propose a parameter communication optimization strategy, called DSP, based on the DFFT. Finally,
we present a distributed machine learning system in sensors using DSP and the idea of parameter
server based on Caffe [19].

3.1. Theoretical Analysis

Most of the machine learning programs can be transformed to iterative-convergent programs.
They can be expressed as follows:

L = f (X, M) = f (IN
i=1{xi, yi}, M) (1)

where N is the total number of the dataset, {xi, yi} is a sample of the dataset that yi only in the labeled
dataset, M is the machine learning model.

The scale of the dataset and the model is very large, so the parallel strategy and distributed
training are needed. If the stale threshold is set to s, the worker node p with t iterations can access the
model M̃p,t which is composed of the initial model and the updates. The model of SSP is as follows:

M̃p,t = M0 +

[
t−s−1

∑
i=1

P

∑
j=1

uj,i

]
+

 ∑
(i,j)∈Up,t

uj,i

 (2)
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Up,t is the subset of the updates submitted by all P worker nodes from iteration t − s to t + s − 1.[
t−s−1

∑
i=1

P
∑

j=1
uj,i

]
is the correct updates of the previous iteration,

[
∑

(i,j)∈Up,t

uj,i

]
is the best-effort updates

of the current iteration.
Next, we analyze the feasibility of SGD in DSP. For a convex function L = f (M) = ∑C

c=1 fc(M),
we use SGD to compute the minimizer M∗ of the model. The gradient of each worker node is
represented by ∇ fc, we assume fc is convex, the stale threshold is set to s, and the performance factor
of worker nodes is α. The updates of c iterations is uc := −ηc∇c fc(M̃c). Then, similar to the derivation
in [38,39], we obtain the regret R[M] as follows :

R[M] :=
[

1
C

C
∑

c=1
fc(M̃c)

]
− f (M∗) ≤

C
∑

c=1

〈
∇ fc(M̃c), M̃c −M∗

〉
(3)

Under suitable conditions ( fc is L-Lipschitz and bounded diameter D(x‖x′) ≤ F2), the regret of
DSP is bounded by:

R[M] ≤ σL2
√

C + F2
√

C
σ

+ 2σL2
[( s

α
+ 1
)

P
]2

+ 4σL2
( s

α
+ 1
)

P
√

C (4)

And the step size is set to ηc =
σ√

c , where σ = F
L
√

2( s
α +1)P

with constants F and L, we obtain the

DSP theorem as follows:

R[M] ≤ 4FL
√

2
( s

α
+ 1
)

PC (5)

The method shows that the model trained by DSP can converge to O(
√

C), which means that
DSP can ensure the convergence of distributed machine learning. The theorem in [38] only considers
the upper limit of the number of error updates, and does not take the DFFT into the consideration,
the convergence rate needs to be guaranteed by strict constant adjustment. The proposed method
(Equation (5)) improves SSP based on the DFFT, and solves the two problems mentioned in Section 2.3.
In our paper, the weak threshold w is used to represent the number of iterations performed by the
worker node with the worst performance, and the performance factor α is used to represent the
difference in the performance of worker nodes. If the performance of each worker node in the cluster
is similar, α is close to 1, and the stale threshold s cannot be effectively converged, we take the weak
threshold w instead of the stale threshold s as the constraint condition of SSP. If the performance of
worker nodes is largely different, then α is large, at this time, we can increase the stale threshold s
according to Equation (5) which can also ensure a certain convergence rate, then Equation (5) can be
amended to:

R[M] ≤
{

4FL
√

2
( s

α + 1
)
PC, α� 1

4FL
√

2(w + 1)PC, α ≈ 1
(6)

The weak threshold w ensures the finite of the fault tolerant, α is calculated from the performance
monitoring model and will change from time to time during the training of the distributed machine
learning to ensure the dynamics of the fault tolerance.

3.2. Dynamic Synchronous Parallel Strategy

3.2.1. Problems of SSP

In Section 2.3, we have briefly introduced the two problems of SSP, here we take a typical
distributed machine learning model training as an example to illustrate the problems.

The first problem is that SSP is not optimized for the cluster that is composed of similar
performance worker nodes. As shown in Figure 5, there are five worker nodes to train machine
learning, the coordinate axis refers to the number of iterations performed by each worker node after
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the last synchronization barrier. We can clearly see that the performance of each worker node is similar.
If the stale threshold is set to 3 or more, each worker node will perform a number of iterations without
updating the global model parameters since SSP does not set a single worker node threshold. The fault
tolerance of the iterative-convergent algorithm is abused, and the finite of the fault tolerant is neglected.
Accuracy of the model is seriously decreased and the convergence of the model is not guaranteed.
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The second problem is that SSP cannot cope with external interferences in the training process. 
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The second problem is that SSP cannot cope with external interferences in the training process.
As shown in Figure 6, the difference between iterations of the worker node 1 and iterations of the
worker node 3 reaches the stale threshold s, the worker node 1 waits for the other worker nodes to
complete their iterations, then PS performs a global model parameters synchronization, and worker
nodes enter the next iteration with the new global model parameters. However, in a new iteration,
worker nodes 3 due to some reasons (e.g., the completion of other unrelated computing tasks) improved
its computing performance, at this time the number of iterations performed by each worker node is
not much different, worker nodes will perform a considerable number of iterations because the stale
threshold s cannot be reached, which ignores the dynamics of the fault tolerance, and ultimately leads
to a serious decrease in the accuracy of model training or even no convergence.
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3.2.2. Improvements of SSP

We propose the Stale Synchronous Parallel Strategy, named DSP, based on the DFFT. This strategy
can effectively solve the problems of SSP in distributed machine learning model training. The block
diagram of out optimization strategy procedure is shown in Figure 7. Here we describe the solutions
in DSP for the two problems mentioned previously.
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In order to achieve a finite fault tolerance and solve the low efficiency problem when the
cluster is composed of similar performance worker nodes we increase the conditions for entering the
synchronization barrier to two: (1) the worker node that trains a smallest number of iterations (which
means the worst performance node) completes the iterations w times (we call w the weak threshold);
(2) the worker node with the largest number of iterations is faster than the worker node with the
smallest number of iterations s times, where s is the stale threshold. All worker nodes will enter the
synchronization barrier when meeting any of the two conditions, they will update the global model
parameters once when they finish their current iteration. As shown in Figure 8, if the computing
performance of all worker nodes is similar, the stale threshold s is disabled, and the worker node 3
with relatively weak computing performance reaches the weak threshold w. Therefore, all worker
nodes will still enter the synchronization barrier which avoids any serious decrease of accuracy of the
machine learning model.

In order to achieve the fault tolerance dynamics and solve the problem that the stale threshold s
will be disabled when the computing performance of the worker node has changed in the distributed
machine learning training, we implemented a performance monitoring model that calls third-party
open source software to monitor the current index, such as CPU, memory, network and I/O, for each
worker node and decides if it is necessary to change the stale threshold s based on the monitored data.
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performance of the worker node has changed in the distributed machine learning training.  

3.3. Distributed Machine Learning System in Sensors Based on Caffe 

Caffe is a deep learning framework made with expression, speed, and modularity in mind [13]. 
It was developed by Berkeley AI Research (BAIR) and by community contributors. However, the 
open source version of Caffe does not support distributed machine learning. We use the idea of PS to 
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As shown in Figure 9, when all worker nodes finish a synchronization barrier and start a new
iteration, the performance model finds the change in the index of the worker node 3, and estimates
that the computing performance of the worker node 3 is increased and the performance difference of
each worker node is reduced, so the performance model reduces the stale threshold s to 2 to avoid the
excessive iteration situation and solves the problem of the stale threshold failure.
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Figure 9. We solve the problem that the stale threshold s will be disabled when computing performance
of the worker node has changed in the distributed machine learning training.

3.3. Distributed Machine Learning System in Sensors Based on Caffe

Caffe is a deep learning framework made with expression, speed, and modularity in mind [13].
It was developed by Berkeley AI Research (BAIR) and by community contributors. However, the open
source version of Caffe does not support distributed machine learning. We use the idea of PS to
implement a distributed machine learning system in sensors based on Caffe that supports DSP.
The architecture is shown in Figure 10.
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On the PS, the Global Parameter Storage Module is used to store the latest global model 
parameters. The Dynamic Synchronous Control Module is used to perform DSP to dynamically 
adjust the stale threshold s and the weak threshold w of sensors according to the computing 
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when all sensors enter the synchronization barrier, where an idle queue is implemented to store the 
state of the worker node. Each computation process will have a corresponding thread (created by 
POSIX threads) on PS, which is responsible for communication with the sensor, such as receiving the 
computing performance of the sensor, the number of iterations per compute process, and so on. 
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On the PS, the Global Parameter Storage Module is used to store the latest global model
parameters. The Dynamic Synchronous Control Module is used to perform DSP to dynamically adjust
the stale threshold s and the weak threshold w of sensors according to the computing performance
of each sensor. The Resource Allocation Module is used to analyze the computing performance of
each sensor and implement the adjustment strategy of the stale threshold s and the weak threshold w.
The Parameter Update Module is used to compute the global model parameters when all sensors
enter the synchronization barrier, where an idle queue is implemented to store the state of the worker
node. Each computation process will have a corresponding thread (created by POSIX threads) on PS,
which is responsible for communication with the sensor, such as receiving the computing performance
of the sensor, the number of iterations per compute process, and so on.

On the sensors, the Sub Dataset is divided from the dataset according to the number of sensors.
The Performance Monitoring Model is used to monitor the current index of sensors such as CPU,
memory, network, I/O and other performance indicators. The Compute Processes are used to train
the machine learning model of data parallelism. The Dynamic Synchronous Execution Module
determines whether the number of iterations of the sensor reaches the implementation condition of
the synchronization barrier based on the stale threshold s and the weak threshold w computed by PS.
If it is not reached, the sensor will update the model according to the update gradient computed by
itself and perform the next iteration. If the threshold is reached, all compute processes will wait after
finishing the current iteration until received the latest global model parameters from PS.

4. Experiments and Results

4.1. Experimental Environment

The experiments in our paper use the distributed machine learning system introduced in
Section 3.3, which is deployed in a cluster of three nodes to simulate sensor nodes. The nodes are
connected by Gigabit Ethernet, the operating system of the cluster is CentOS 7.0, and the configuration
of the cluster node is 16 AMD (Processor 6136) with a main frequency of 2.4 GHz and 32 GB of memory.

We use the MNIST handwritten digital font dataset [40] as our dataset. The training set contains
60,000 images and the test set contains 10,000 images. The training model is based on the classical
LeNet-5 [40], which includes an input layer, an output layer, three convolutional layers, two pool
layers, and a full connected layer. The batch size of the training model is configured to 64 and the
maximum number of iterations is set to 10,000.
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4.2. The Finite of the Fault Tolerance

In this section, we compare the performance differences of distributed machine learning with three
different parameter communication optimization strategies (including BSP, SSP and DSP) to verify
the finite nature of the fault tolerance. We use the three nodes in the cluster to train the distributed
machine learning model, where one node acts as a parameter server and two nodes act as worker
nodes. By comparing the training time and accuracy of the machine learning model under the different
communication optimization strategies, we verify the limitation of the fault tolerance of the iterative
learning convergence algorithm, and evaluate the performance of DSP. The experimental results are
shown in Figures 11 and 12, where the stale threshold s of SSP and DSP is set to 3, the weak threshold
w of DSP is set to 1.
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Figure 11. This figure compares the accuracy of the model for machine learning with each parameter
communication optimization strategy.
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Figure 12. This figure compares the training time of machine learning model training with each
parameter communication optimization strategy.

Figure 11 compares the accuracy of the machine learning model when applying different
parameter communication optimization strategies. As shown in the figure, regardless of which
parameter communication optimization strategy is used for distributed machine learning model
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training, the accuracy decreases as the computation processes increase. Figure 12 compares the training
time of machine learning model training with each parameter communication optimization strategy.
Similarly, regardless of which parameter communication optimization strategy is used, the training
time decreases with the increase of computation processes. With the gradual increase of computation
processes, the number of communications between worker nodes and PS will be increased. Therefore,
when the number of computation processes reaches a certain value, the communication cost is greater
than the computing cost, and the training time is no longer reduced. BSP is required to enter the
synchronization barrier after each iteration to ensure strong consistency and accuracy, but it also takes
a lot of time. SSP leverages the fault tolerance, and the training time is lower, but it is not aware of
the finiteness of the fault tolerance, and does not set the weak threshold w, which leads to the low
accuracy as the increasing of compute processes. DSP in this experiment does not use the performance
monitoring module and cannot dynamically adjust the delay threshold s, but it uses the finiteness
of the fault tolerance, and sets the weak threshold w, so there is still a good accuracy guaranteed
with the increasing of compute processes, the training time is lower than that of BSP and close to
that of SSP. In this section, we have experimentally evaluated the finiteness of the fault tolerance
of the machine learning iteration-convergence algorithm, solved the problem that SSP has the low
efficiency for the distributed machine learning algorithm in clusters that is composed of nodes with
similar performance.

4.3. The Dynamics of the Fault Tolerance

In this section, we compare the performance differences of distributed machine learning with
SSP (with the different stale threshold) and DSP to verify the dynamics of the fault tolerance. For SSP,
the stale threshold s is set to 2, 3 and 4, respectively. For DSP, the stale threshold s is dynamically
adjusted according to the performance of each worker node, and the weak threshold w is set to 1.
The experimental results are shown in Figures 13 and 14.

Figure 13 shows the comparison of the effects of SSP with different stale thresholds and DSP
on the accuracy of the distributed machine learning model. It can be seen from Figure 13 that the
accuracy of the distributed machine learning model using SSP decreases with the increasing number
of computation processes, but it fluctuates. This is due to the fact that the stale threshold s set by SSP
cannot be increased or decreased when the performance of the computing node is changed, according
to the analysis of Section 3.2.1.
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Figure 13. This figure compares the effects of SSP with different stale thresholds and DSP on the
accuracy of the distributed machine learning model.
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Figure 14. This figure compares the difference of training time between the distributed machine
learning model using SSP with different stale thresholds and DSP.

Hence, when the performance of worker nodes tends to be similar, there will be too many training
iterations as s is too large and the training results may fall into a local optimal solution, and the accuracy
decreases rapidly. When the difference in worker nodes’ performance increases, the performance of
each computing node cannot be fully utilized since s is too small. With the increase of s, it will be more
and more difficult to deal with the similar performance of worker nodes, which leads to the decrease of
the accuracy. The distributed machine learning model using DSP guarantees the dynamics of the fault
tolerance, and uses the performance monitoring model which evaluates the performance difference
factors of each worker node to dynamically adjust the stale threshold s. Therefore, regardless of
whether the number of computation processes increases, the accuracy of distributed machine learning
model is maintained. Figure 14 compares the difference of training time between the distributed
machine learning model using SSP with different stale thresholds and DSP. The data shows that the
training time of the distributed machine learning model using SSP is faster than that of the distributed
machine learning model using DSP. This is because SSP ignores the finiteness of the fault tolerance
and discards the accuracy to speed up the training time. In order to ensure the accuracy of the model,
the distributed machine learning model using DSP sets the weak threshold w, which increases the
synchronization overhead. Therefore, the training time is longer than that of the distributed machine
learning model using SSP, but the training time difference is very small. Using the DFFT, the distributed
machine learning model using DSP achieves both high accuracy and satisfactory training time. In this
section, we have evaluated the dynamics of the fault tolerance by experiments, solved the problem that
SSP has low efficiency when the computing performance of the worker nodes changes dynamically.

5. Conclusions

Although the distributed machine learning model training with SSP can improve the utilization
of computing nodes and the computing efficiency by reducing communication and synchronization
overhead, the cumulative errors can significantly influence the performance of the algorithm and lead
to low convergence speed. Frequent communication can reduce the stale threshold and parallel error,
thereby improve the performance of the algorithm, but this is subject to the network transmission
rate limit.

In this paper, we optimize SSP, extend the fault tolerance of the machine learning
iteration-convergence algorithm, propose the DFFT, and implement DSP which is a parameter
communication optimization strategy based on the DFFT. DSP dynamically adjusts the stale threshold
according to the performance of each worker node to ensure the balance between the computational
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efficiency and the convergence rate. The weak threshold is added to solve the problem that SSP
is inefficient to train the distributed machine learning model in clusters which are composed of
nodes with similar performance. Finally, the experimental results show that the efficiency and the
convergence rate of DSP are better than that of BSP and SSP under the premise that the accuracy is
guaranteed. At present, the convergence rate and accuracy of the distributed machine learning system
based on DSP are not very good for large-scale instances. In our future work, we will improve the
scalability of this strategy, especially in large-scale sensors systems.
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